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The Royal Society 
I CA;:\NOT but think that the list of candidates recommended 

by the Council for <:lection into the Royal Society published in 
ynur last number Will be rend by the outside world With con
siderable surprise. I look in vain in it for the names of two men, 
at least, of world-wide reputation, nnd well known as no mere 
dildtant/ in their respective sciences, who were among the candi
dates, while the names of others arc found there, which arc on 
everybody'~ lips with the thought, \\'hat have they done to 
merit the scientific distinction which is looked on by every lover 
of science as almost an opening of the gates of paradise? Is it 
possible for us outsiders to learn anything of the considerations 
which govern the election? NOT A!\ F.R.S. 
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Unusual signals from pulsating radio sources have been recorded at 
the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory. The radiation seems to 
come from local objects within the gala)(y, and may be associated 
with oscillations of white dwarf or neutron stars. 

Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory, 
Cavendish Laboratory, 
University of Cambridge 

IN July 1967, a large radio telescope operating at a fre
quency of 81·5 MHz was brought into use at the Mullard 
Radio Astronomy Observatory. This instrument was 
designed to investigate the angular structure of compact 
radio sources by observing the scintillation caused by 
the irregular structure of the interplanetary medium•. 
The initial survey includes the whole sky in the declination 
range - 08° < a< 44 ° and this area is scanned once a 
week. A large fraction of the sky is thus under regular 
surveillance. Soon after the instrument was brought into 
operation it was noticed that signals which appeared at 
first to be weak sporadic interference were repeatedly 
observed at a fixed declination and right ascension; this 
result showed that the source could not be terrestrial in 
origin. 

Systematic investigations were started in November 
and high speed records showed that the signals, when 
present, consisted of a series of pulses each lastmg_ ~ 0·3 s 
and with a repetition period of about 1·337 s whwh was 
soon found to be mamtained with extrerpe accuracy. 
Further observations have shown that the true period is 
constant to better than 1 part in 107 although there is a 
systematic variation which can be ascribed to the orbital 
motion of the Earth. The impulsive nature of the recorded 
signals is caused by the periodic passage of a signal of 
descending frequency through the 1 MHz pass band of 
the receiver. 

The remarkable nature of these signals at first suggested 
an origin in tenns of man-made transmissions which might 
arise from deep space probes, planetary radar or the 
reflexion of terrestrial signals from the Moon. None of 
these interpretations can, however, be accepted because 
the absence of any parallax shows that the source lies 
far outside the solar system. A preliminary search for 
further pulsating sources has already revealed the presence 
of three others having remarkably sinlilar properties 
which suggests that this type of source m~y be relativ?lY 
common at a low flux density. A tentative explanatiOn 

of these unusual sources in terms of the stable oscillations 
of white dwarf or neutron stars is proposed. 
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:t.'ig. 1, a, A record of the pulsating radio source in strong signal cuu
dl,iona(receiver time constant 0·1 s). Full scale deftexion correopondll to 
20 x I0-11 W m-• Hz-•. b, Upper trace: records obtained with additional 
paths (240m and 450 ml in one side of the interferometer. Lower trace· 
nonnal interferometer records. (The pulses are small.for 1~240 m 
becal18e they occurred near a null in the interference pattern· thia modi
lies the phase but not the amplitude of the oscillatory respOnse on th.
upper trace.) c, Simulated pulses obtained using a si~mal generator. 
d, Simultaneous reception of pulses using identical receivers tuned to 
llllferent frequencies. Pulses at the lower freqnen•·r :>l't' delare•l hr 

a.bout 0·2 s.. · 
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